Oxygen effects on the EPR signals from wood charcoals: experimental results and the development of a model.
Charcoals prepared from certain tropical woods contain stable paramagnetic centers, and these have been characterized by EPR spectroscopy in the absence and presence of oxygen. The EPR-detectable spin density has been determined, as has been the temperature- and frequency-dependence of the oxygen broadening of the EPR signal, which is orders of magnitude larger than that observed with other materials, such as lithium phthalocyanine. Three Lorentzian components are required to fit the char EPR spectrum in the presence of oxygen, and the oxygen-dependence of the line width, intensity, and resonance position of the three components have been quantified. These results and the properties of porous carbonaceous materials are used to develop a model to explain the effect of oxygen on the char EPR spectral properties. The model is based on oxygen adsorption on the char surface according to a Langmuir isotherm and a dipolar interaction between the paramagnetic adsorbed gas and the charcoal spins. The three EPR components are correlated with the three known classes (sizes) of pores in charcoal, with the largest line broadening attributed to dipolar relaxation of spins in micropores, which have a larger specific surface area and a higher concentration of adsorbed oxygen. An attenuated, but similar, EPR response to oxygen by chars when they are immersed in aqueous solution is attributed to water competition with oxygen for adsorption on the char surface.